world bathing day - june 22, 2021
Peninsula Hot Springs are curating a global celebration of music and hot springs bathing for World Bathing Day 2021
in the form of a real time live-streamed concert that follows the sunset around the planet and showcases various
musical acts from around the globe. Welcome to Global Sound Bath Live.
Each participating venue will present an act or collection of acts that is musically representative of their region, to
produce a 30 minute segment (~5 min intro + ~25 min music). This will be fed to PHS who will then stream to the
central event.
What’s important to Peninsula Hot Springs and the World Bathing Day event we are trying to produce together is to
have it feel as live as possible and the broadcast stream will be produced with this as the main focus. There are two
ways to contribute a performance to this event.

Option One: A Real Time Live Performance
Each participating venue will present an act or collection of acts that is musically representative of their region, to
produce a 30 minute segment (~5 min intro + ~25 min music). This will be fed to PHS who will then stream to the
central event.
Our preference for the event is to provide a real time streamed live performance from each participant/venue. This
means providing a high quality audio visual stream that will go live at a specified time. Venues will be provided with
a go-live time, along with a check-in time 30-40 mins prior to this to ensure the connection and stream is functioning
correctly. Below are the basic requirements for providing a live stream for the event.
A reliable and high bandwidth connection to the internet.
A highlight local act to record and a dedicated setting to record the performance in.
At least one camera/phone, someone to operate this device and check it is streaming to your selected
streaming service.
Stream should be provided in landscape mode, @ 720p.
Connection to a streaming service such as Facebook Live, Youtube Live, Restream IO, Zoom or Skype
NB. Unless specifically set up for it, Teleconferencing platforms such as Zoom and Skype can lower
the quality of a musical performance while streaming, while a dedicated one way streaming platform
will preserve a high fidelity stream.
Venues will have varied experience with setting up for live streaming, PHS can provide further advice and
recommendations depending on each venue’s experience and requirements.

Option Two: ‘On the Day’ Recorded Live Performance
This option is better suited to those with limited streaming experience but have the capacity to record, edit (if
necessary) and deploy video footage on a short timeline.
Videos can be recorded on-site on the day of the event and then uploaded to a PHS server to broadcast at the
designated go-live time. Venues will also have the option to ‘present’ a live intro to their performance via a live link
to add to the live festival vibe.

A highlight local act to record and a dedicated setting to record the performance in.
At least one camera/phone, someone to operate this device and check it is streaming to your selected
streaming service.
Stream should be provided in landscape mode, @ 720p
High Speed upload to cloud service for dispatch to PHS.
Completed videos must be provided at 1080p or 720p at least 2 hours prior to the venue’s “go-live” time slot to allow
for PHS technicians to include it in the stream timeline.

